
BOUSTEAD CUP – 2019 

SAFETY PLAN 
  

Date and time:  Sunday 17th February 2019 – 10:30am 
Course:   Start – London Flag Pole Putney  
    Finish – University Stone Mortlake 

Preamble 

The Boustead Cup is an annual race between London Rowing Club (LRC) and Thames 
Rowing Club (TRC), instituted in 1947.  The 2018 Boustead Cup will consist of three (3) races 
held between the respective eights of LRC and TRC, starting with the lower status crews and 
finishing with the Women’s eights. 

There will be no river closure for these events and normal Tideway navigation rules will 
apply at all times other than during the start and the race itself, when there will be two crews 
and a launch-based Umpire permitted to follow the racing line where safe to do so. This 
year’s races will be held on the Flood Tide, at between 10:30am and 11:30am. 

All crews are expected to comply with the rules of Row Safe and, in particular, are expected 
to have fulfilled their personal and club duties of care with respect to risk assessment and 
also the normal checks such as seaworthiness, heel restraints and bow balls, etc. The 
Captains of LRC and TRC shall be required to confirm the competency of the steersperson/
coxswain of the crews of their respective clubs. 

The races will cover about four miles over the Championship Course. Marshalls, organisers 
and timers will come from both clubs and be positioned at the relevant points of the course: 
at the start, the marshalling area, the cross over and the finish. The maximum number of 
crews taking part in these races will be six (three sets of two boats). The marshalling will be 
co-ordinated between LRC and TRC. 

Guin Batten (TRC), Ben Helm (LRC) and Ciaran Hayes (LRC) have been appointed to 
umpire the races for the Women’s VIIIs, 1st VIIIs and 2nd VIIIs respectively.  Each is qualified 
British Rowing umpires with considerable Tideway experience. 

Detailed Arrangements 

The Chief Umpire or his delegate will go afloat at approximately 9:30am and proceed to the 
start area, go over the course to observe the water conditions and make a final decision to 
proceed, shorten or amend the race or cancel. Following the decision being made known and 
completion of the race briefing at 9:45am, the race organiser and marshals will then proceed 
to their assigned locations. 

Coxes, strokes and all launch drivers/marshals must attend a briefing in the LRC Long Room 
at 9:45am – a chart of the race course will be provided and must be seen and understood by 
all participants before or during the briefing. 

Following the briefing crews will boat from their respective clubs and proceed to the 
marshalling area, between Fulham Railway Bridge and Putney Bridge in accordance with 
standard navigation.  The crews will be met by the start marshal in LRC1. 

Due to the later races starting less than two hours before high tide, warming up will be done 
upriver of the Riverview buoy and not downriver of the Putney Pier Crossing.  All crews will 
follow normal tideway navigation rules during the warm up. 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The crews will marshal in their race pairs between Fulham Railway Bridge and Putney 
Bridge, close to the Surrey shore with their bows pointing into the flood tide.  The first pair 
of boats must be warmed up and in the marshalling area at by 10:20am, and “attached” to 
the bank as per the Tideway code (not easied in the Inshore zone).   

LRC2 will carry the aligner and will go afloat along with the Race 1 umpire’s launch.  Both 
launches will proceed downstream of Putney Road Bridge to meet the crews.  At this point 
the crews will come under the control of the umpire. 

When the umpire for Race 1 is ready, they will contact PLA VTS to advise the first race is 
about to commence.  The umpire will then proceed to turn the crews for the first race. 

On the Umpire’s instruction, the crews will spin on to their stations, and allow themselves to 
drift through the centre arch of Putney Road Bridge before coming under the instruction of 
the Aligner.  When the umpire is ready to proceed he will start the race. Col regs 9a will not 
be observed during the race to allow the crews to follow the racing line but all crews must be 
aware that this does not mean to go far over onto to the port station of the fairway as this is 
remote from the true racing line.  Room must be left to cater for the off chance of any motor 
vessels following col regs 9a going upriver. For reasons of safety, the umpires & marshals 
may give alternative instructions on the water prior to, during and after the race. Crews 
should obey all umpire & marshal commands. 

Launches TRC1 & TRC2 will carry “Spotters” & “Crossing Point Marshal” and will go afloat at 
10:15am and proceed to the crossing point (Chiswick Pier) and the British Rowing launching 
Pontoon (Hammersmith Bridge). Their duties will be as follows:  

• to ensure compliance with the Tideway Code of other crews crews crossing the river 
during the race; and 

• to act as general observers, informing the umpires (by mobile phone) as necessary of 
any motor traffic on the course during race time. 

The Umpire/Starter will follow the race down and advise the crews to maintain a fair and 
safe line over the course. This will be done by warning any in danger of going out of their 
allocated water and if necessary by disqualification. To this extent there will be further 
advice on steering than is compliant with the normal Umpire’s rules. 

The start marshal (positioned downstream of Putney Bridge) will request that any (rowing) 
traffic using the fairway hold back until the respective races have started. Any motorised 
traffic proceeding downstream will be requested to stop and if such a request is not accepted 
the races will be delayed.  

The finish judge also acting as spotter stationed in the inshore zone near the University 
Stone, Mortlake will make similar request to motor traffic proceeding downstream after 
10:15am and will warn the umpires if this request is not met. Again if necessary the races will 
be delayed if this traffic has not cleared the proposed course. The start marshal & finish 
judge will collect mobile phone numbers from the umpires during the morning briefing  

The finish judge will contact PLA VTS to advise when the last crew has passed the finish and 
the race is completed.   
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Emergency Action Plan 

There is no increased risk due to the event that requires any specific EAP other than that 
already provided by the clubs. For equipment, standard safety kits are provided in each 
launch. No further safety equipment need be taken. 

All officials and coxes will be instructed to dial 999 and request the Coastguard in the event 
of a water-based emergency situation. All officials and coxes will be required to have mobile 
phone with them while on the water. 
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Time 
The races are scheduled for 10:30am (2nd VIIIs), 10:40am (1st VIIIs – Boustead Cup) and 
10:50am (Women’s VIIIs – Rayner Cup) on Sunday 17th February 2019. 

A mandatory briefing for coxswains, strokes, umpires/marshals will be held in the LRC Long 
Room at 9:45am. 

Course 
The course will be on the flood tide from the University Stone Putney to the University 
Stone Mortlake.  The race is side-by-side.  There will be 6 crews taking part in three races. 

Proceeding to the Start 
The crews will leave their respective Clubs and proceed to the marshalling area between 
Fulham Railway Bridge and Putney Bridge.  The crews will marshal in their race pairs close 
to the Surrey shore with their bows pointing into the flood tide.  The first pair of boats must 
be warmed up and in the marshalling area at by 10:20am, and “attached” to the bank as per 
the Tideway code (not easied in the Inshore zone).   

Marshalling 
Crews will be marshalled in race order between Fulham Railway Bridge and Putney Bridge. 
The first race to start should wait a minimum of 250 metres below Putney Bridge to allow a 
safe distance above the Bridge in which to turn. A safe distance (no more than a boat length) 
will be maintained between crews whilst marshalling so that they are in easy hearing of the 
marshal and they close together when turning.  They should not be so close as to collide 
when instructed to turn. The lead crew will be instructed to hold back until the other has 
turned and come alongside.   

On the Umpire’s instruction, the crews will spin on to their stations, and allow themselves to 
drift through the centre arch of Putney Road Bridge before coming under the instruction of 
the Aligner.  When the umpire is ready to proceed he will start the race. Col regs 9a will not 
be observed during the race to allow the crews to follow the racing line but all crews must be 
aware that this does not mean to go far over onto to the port station of the fairway as this is 
remote from the true racing line.  Room must be left to cater for the off chance of any motor 
vessels following col regs 9a going upriver. For reasons of safety, the umpires & marshals 
may give alternative instructions on the water prior to, during and after the race. Crews 
should obey all umpire & marshal commands. 

Start 
The umpire will join the crews in their marshalling position and will instruct the crews to 
turn. Crews should be stripped off ready to race and paddle down aligned side by side JUST 
either side of the centre of the racing line and lined up, level for the start. The racing line will 
be dictated by the position of the umpire’s launch which will position itself directly behind 
the crews. When turned with the stream the crews will be instructed to drift through the 
centre arch of Putney Road Bridge to the start at the University Stone (Surrey). The crews 
may be subject to further instruction from the umpire as they proceed. The aligner’s launch 
will pick up the crews at Putney Road Bridge. The umpire will instruct the crews to easy and 
carry out final alignments. Crews will be told to GO by the Umpire when he is satisfied with 
positions.  
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The Race 
The races have been cleared to use the racing line and both the crossing points are being 
marshalled to control crossing traffic during the race.  However this does not guarantee that 
the racing line will be clear of river traffic.  In the event of crews being disadvantaged by 
obstructions on the racing line the Umpire will stop restart the race as he or she sees 
appropriate.  It is imperative that the coxes remember that the safety of their crew is their 
primary responsibility and more important than the outcome of the race. 

The Finish 
The finish will be at the Boat Race finish post, Mortlake. At the finish, do not stop rowing 
but drop to a light paddle, and proceed through the centre arch of Chiswick Bridge.  Crews 
are to then spin onto Surrey and return to Putney following the standard Tideway 
navigational rules. 

For reasons of safety, the umpires & marshals may give alternative instructions on the water 
prior to, during and after the race. Crews should obey all umpire & marshal commands.  
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9:30: Chief Umpire or delegate will go afloat and proceed over the course to 
determine that conditions are suitable to proceed with the race. If necessary 
gather information to decide on a suitable shortened course.  

9:45:  Briefing in LRC Long Room for coxes, umpires, other officials and coaches. 

10:00:  Communication to crews and officials of final decision from Umpire regarding 
race and course. 

10:00: Crews for Races 1, 2 & 3 go afloat to proceed to downstream of Putney Bridge 
(by 10:20, 10:30, and 10:40 respectively). 

10:10: Start Marshal’s launch (LRC1) to leave Putney to proceed to the marshalling 
area (arriving by 10:15). 

10:15: Race 1 Umpire’s (LRC launch) to leave Putney to proceed to the marshalling 
area (arriving by 10:20). 

10:15: Cross Marshal and Spotter’s launches (TRC1 & TRC2) to proceed to the cross 
over point and Hammersmith Bridge (by 10:30). 

  
10:20: Race 2 and 3 Umpires and any spectators’ launches to leave Putney to proceed 

to the start area (arriving by 10:30).  

10:20: Race 1: Tops off ready to spin under Umpire’s orders. 

10:25: Race 1: Spin and proceed through Chiswick Bridge – now under umpire’s 
orders. 

10:30: Race 1: 2nd VIIIs 

10:30: Race 2: Tops off ready to spin under Umpire’s orders. 

10:35: Race 2: Spin and proceed through Chiswick Bridge. 

10:40: Race 2: 1st VIIIs – Boustead Cup 

10:40: Race 3: Tops off ready to spin under Umpire’s orders. 

10:45: Race 3: Spin and proceed through Chiswick Bridge. 

10:50: Race 3: Women’s VIIIs – Rayner Cup 

12:30: Lunch and presentation of trophy at LRC. 


